the movements of others. Some researchers have proposed that action 23 observation can inform subsequent changes in control through the acquisition of 24 a neural representation of the novel dynamics, but to date, learning following 25 observation has been described by kinematic metrics. Here, we designed an 26 experiment to consider the specificity of adaptation to novel dynamic 27 perturbations at the level of force generation. We measured changes in temporal 28 patterns of force output following either the performance or observation of 29 movements perturbed by either position-or velocity-dependent dynamic 30 environments to (1) establish whether previously described observational motor 31 learning effects were attributable to changes in predictive limb control and (2) 32 determine whether such adaptation reflected a learned dependence on limb 33 states appropriate to the haptic environment. We found that subjects who 34 observed perturbed movements produced significant compensatory changes in 35 their lateral force output, despite never directly experiencing force perturbations 36 firsthand while performing the motor task. The time series of observers' adapted 37 force outputs suggested that the state-dependence of observed dynamics shape 38 adaptation. We conclude that the brain can transform observation of kinematics 39 into state-dependent adaptation of reach dynamics. People can learn new motor skills through physical practice and by 51 observing the movements of others. As our bodies fatigue, age, or suffer injury 52 and as we interact with a changing environment, the dynamics of movement are 53 altered, and as a result, constant motor adaptation is necessary to maintain 54 performance. During physical practice of volitional movement, this adaptation is 55 informed by sensory feedback, including vision and proprioception, and the 56 predicted sensory outcomes inferred from neural motor commands (Shadmehr et 57 al. 2010) . 58
When observing the movements of others, people lack this full range of 59 sensory feedback and neural activity associated with generating one's own 60 movement; any adaptive processes must be informed through vision alone. 61
While visual information informs higher-level concepts that affect motor planning 62 and goal-selection, movement observation has been shown to induce formation 63 of motor memories that bias evoked force outputs towards replicating the 64 kinematics of the observed actions (Stefan et al. 2005) or aid in moving in novel 65
environment dynamics (Mattar and Gribble 2005). Mattar and Gribble (2005) 66
found that naive observers who watched another person performing a series of 67 point-to-point reaching movements in an unknown dynamic environment 68 performed better (or worse) than non-observing controls when later experiencing 69 and adapting to the same (or opposite) dynamic environment themselves. While 70 subsequent studies replicated and expanded upon this effect (Brown et al. 2009 ; 71 5 location. A lamp mounted below the mirror was on during active reaching, 141 allowing subjects vision of their arm, but was off during observation. 142
143

Movement task 144 145
Throughout the entirety of the task, subjects maintained their grip on the 146 handle of the manipulandum. A yellow circular cursor indicated the veridical 147 location of the manipulandum handle and subject's hand in the task workspace. 148
Movement start location was indicated by a white-outlined circle fixed at the 149 origin of a rectangular coordinate system centered over the workspace. Subjects 150 waited with their hand at the start location until a circular target appeared at one 151 of eight possible locations, evenly distributed on the circle 10 cm about the start 152 location. Subjects were trained to move and stop on the target in the correct time 153 to turn it green. In order to perform a successful reaching movement, subjects 154 were required to stop on the target 750±50 milliseconds after initiating the 155 movement. The target color changed to provide timing feedback: green, 156 successful; red, early; blue, late. Following completion of each movement, the 157 manipulandum returned the handle and subject's hand and arm back to the 158 starting location and posture. 159
160
Force channel trials 161 6 During a force channel trial, subjects performed a reaching movement to 163 the target as the robotic manipulandum implemented real-time forces on the 164 handle as a stiff spring-damper system, 165
where ⊥ x and ⊥ x  denoted the real-time position and velocity components of 167 handle movement perpendicular to a straight-line vector pointing from the start 168 location to the target location, with spring constant K=6000 N/m and a damping Baseline Block: All subjects first performed 96 reaching movements in the 184 absence of manipulandum-applied forces (null field). All movements were7 pseudo-randomly ordered across the 8 target directions, with each target 186 appearing an equal number of times. Pseudo-randomly interspersed among the 187 final 48 null field movements in this block, subjects also performed two force 188 channel movements to each target (16 total). Following the Baseline Block, 189 subjects were given a 3-minute break before continuing with the task. 190
Learning Block: Movement group subjects performed 192 reaching 191 movements in the presence of either a viscous (V MOV group) or stiff curl field 192 (S MOV group), with forces F x and F y , The blocked experiment design of the current study was largely inspired 224 by Mattar and Gribble (2005) To facilitate analyses across trials and subjects, we aligned all kinematic 268 and force channel time series at peak speed. Force output was measured as the 269 sign-flipped time series of lateral forces generated by the robot during force 270 channel trials. Adaptation of force output (adapted lateral force profiles) was 271 quantified as the change in lateral forces measured during the Testing Block from 272 the lateral forces measured during the Baseline Block, averaged across 8-273 movement bins (one movement to each target). By averaging across trials, we 274 measured the overall adaptive effects of the Learning Block and reduced the 275 effect of trial-to-trial variability and noise. We calculated an adaptation metric for 276 each subject by integrating the adapted lateral force profiles across time. 277
For each subject, we modeled the degree to which their adapted lateral 278 
4). 296
All analyses were performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). 
Movement group subjects (Figure 3). 312
We further examined the evolution of movement error, as quantified by 313 perpendicular displacement (p.d.) at peak speed ( Figure 3C ). We found no 314 significant difference between the viscous movement group and viscous actor in 315 movement error over the first six bins (unbalanced two-way ANOVA, p > 0.5, 316 F 1,5 =0.28) and between the stiff movement group and stiff actor (unbalanced two-317 way ANOVA, p > 0.8, F 1,5 =0.02). We did find that the average p.d. at peak 318 speed in the first movement bin was larger in magnitude for the viscous 319 movement group than the stiff movement group (one-tailed, unpaired two-sample 320 t-test, p < 0.001). 321
322
Experiment 1: Viscous Movement (V MOV ) and Viscous Observation (V OBS ) Groups 323 324
To establish a baseline level of force output, subjects reached to each 325 target in force channels in the Baseline Block, interspersed with null force field 326 movements. We generated adapted lateral force profiles as the difference in 327 lateral forces measured in force channels in the Testing Block from baseline 328 performance. As a metric of adaptation, we quantified the overall direction and 329 magnitude of adaptation by integrating over the time series of adapted lateral 330 forces, i.e. the area under the curve. Recall that the force fields were designed to 331 push clockwise with respect to the subject's direction of movement (Equation 2). 332
By convention, a positive integrated force indicated that the subject generally 333 pushed more counterclockwise with respect to the target, compensatory for the 334 force field, and a negative integrated lateral force pushed clockwise, or in the 335 same direction as the force field. 336
We found that following physical practice, the V MOV group subjects, who 337 directly experienced the viscous force field, adapted their lateral force output to 338 oppose the direction of the experienced or observed force field ( Figure 4A , 339 integrated force mean with 95% confidence interval=1.37±0.18 Ns), with the 340 adaptation metric significantly greater than zero (one-tailed t-test: p < 0.001). The 341 14 force field, had a smaller, but also significant, compensatory change in their 343 lateral force output ( Figure 4B , 0.10±0.05 Ns; one-tailed t-test: p = 0.003). 344
Although differing in overall magnitude of the adaptive response (p < 0.001), the 345 temporal profiles, or shapes, of both the V MOV and V OBS responses were strikingly 346 similar, and reminiscent of a bell-shaped velocity profile. 347
The force field experienced by the V MOV group subjects and the V ACTOR 348 actor, whose movements were observed by the V OBS group subjects, was 349 Applying the same analysis to the V OBS group subjects, we found that their 374 adapted lateral force outputs also had a significant velocity-dependence and 375 
Experiment 1: Stiff Movement (S MOV ) and Observation (S OBS ) Groups 388
While both groups who were exposed to the viscous force field, either 390 directly (V MOV ) or visually (V OBS ), adapted in a stimulus-appropriate, seemingly 391 state-dependent manner, we did not find this to be the case for the first stiff force 392 field observation group (S OBS ). Replicating the previously described analyses, we 393 considered how subjects adapted to the stiff, or position-dependent, force field. 394
We found that Stiff Movement (S MOV ) group subjects also strongly compensated 395 for the position-dependent curl field and their adapted lateral force profiles 396 reflected learning of the novel position-force mapping ( Figure 5A ). Calculating the 397 adaptation (integrated force) metric for each subject, we found the S MOV group 398 subjects adapted with a significant compensatory response (mean±95% CI) of watched two cycles of 96 movements of training. We saw no consistency in the 431 adapted force outputs and state-dependency in the S OBS group of Experiment 1, 432 so we designed Experiment 2 to replicate more directly the foundational work 433 that provided double exposure to erroneous and learned behavior. 434
We trained an additional ten (S OBS,2 ) subjects on a modified observation 435 task, in which the Training Block twice showed the first 96 movements performed 436 by the S ACTOR movie actor. Unlike the previous S OBS group subjects, we found 437 that the S OBS,2 group subjects, who experienced this modified protocol, produced 438 a compensatory adaptive response ( Figure 6A The goal of this study was to determine whether movement observation 455 alone informed the observers of novel environment dynamics at the level of force 456 output and whether observation-driven adaptation of force output was 457 demonstrably dependent on stimulus-specific movement state. Our hypothesis is 458 that haptic learning via observation generates force outputs whose timing 459 approximates forces experienced by the observed actor. This clarification 460 identifies the adaptive system under study. The input is visual, so we 461 characterize kinematics of actor trajectories early and late in training. The 462 system under study, however, is learning of force outputs; the central contribution 463 of our study is a characterization of forces generated by subject who learn about 464 forces only via observation rather than via direct experience. Previous studies 465 The results demonstrated by Gribble and colleagues demonstrate that 496 after watching the actor, subjects move in the force field in a slightly more 497 learned fashion. Here we explore additional details of what subjects can learn 498 through observation. The Gribble results show that, as assessed by partial 499 (~15%) reduction of error in reaching, subjects predict that they will need to alter 500 their motor output. We ask whether this prediction is relatively coarse or 501 relatively fine. With a coarse prediction subjects could make a movement that 502 corrects for the direction of movement, e.g., if a clockwise force field was 503 learned, the subject could move more in the counterclockwise direction. With a 504 finer prediction the subject could counter the temporal details of the forces. 505
Subjects could match the state-dependence of the observed forces, e.g. whether 506
forces depended on hand position or on hand velocity. The latter prediction 507 would suggest that adaptation moved beyond a directional sense ("move more 508 clockwise or counterclockwise") into a calculation of an appropriate time series of 509 forces. To assess the difference between these two possibilities, we needed the 510 force channel to measure force output throughout the entirety of the movement. 511
We found force generation of the same scale as the Gribble kinematic 512 improvement and with appropriate state dependence. 513
We found that subjects who observed movements perturbed by a velocity-514 dependent force field adapted their force output with a temporal profile well-515 The control of the membrane is sufficient, however, to record a reliable time 541 series of current. Similarly, here we clamp the horizontal component of trajectory 542 not to provide a perfect minimization of displacement, but to record a trace of the 543 generated force. The force channel traces after movement in the fields 544 demonstrate the reliability and appropriateness of this clamp; when subjects 545 push into the wall with a strong force in these trials, there is not generation of 546 strong vibration, but rather a stable recording of the force via the trajectory 547
clamp. 548
Proprioception alone may drive updates in feedforward predictions of 549 dynamics and adaptation to haptic environments (Krakauer et 
